Accucut Mask Design Sewing Instructions
Catch a bug? Make sure those germs don’t go anywhere else with the help of a face mask! Being
super easy to assemble, this die will give you a never-ending supply of masks, making sure to keep
those healthy staying healthy. Use this face mask to practice good health precautions.
*Please note that the CDC does not consider homemade masks personal protective equipment
(PPE) and will only be used by professionals as mask covers or when no other alternative is
available.

Step 1
Cut two of each shape. Take two larger rectangle pieces and place them on top of each
other, with the curved edge on one end and the straight edge on the other.
Step 2
Place pins around the curved edge so your fabric doesn’t move, and sew just around the
curve. Taking the pins out as you go.
Step 3
Place your piece off to the side and repeat Steps 1 and 2 for the smaller rectangle pieces.
Step 4
Grab both rectangle pieces and unfold them so they are now open with the seam (or the
curved edge you just sew together) in the middle and the straight edge on the corners.
Step 5
Place your smaller rectangle on top of your larger rectangle, making sure your seams are
aligned.
Step 6
Place pins around the outer edge of the top of the mask. Sew together, removing the pins as
you go.

Step 7
Place pins on the bottom of the mask, making sure the edges match up and sew together.
Step 8
Fold the outer straight edge of the larger rectangle over the smaller rectangle, overlapping
it just a tad.
Step 9
Place pins on the overlap and sew together. Again, removing the pins as you go.
Step 10
Repeat Steps 8 and 9 on the other side of the mask.
Step 11
Place your mask aside and grab a clothespin and pin it to the end of your elastic, or your
material that has some stretch/give to it.
Step 12
Shift your material through the overlap on the sides you just created, making sure your
clothespin goes first.
Step 13
Now take your material through the opposite side of the mask, on the end you just came
from on the other side.
Step 14
Take the two ends of your elastic/material, overlap them, then sew together.
*Make sure to use ¼” seam allowance while sewing.

Design Dimensions

Small (Children's)
Material: 6" W x 6 7/16" H
Liner: 5 1/2" W x 6 7/16" H
Tie Strap: 13 1/2" W x 1" H
Medium (Teen/Women's)
Material: 6 3/8" W x 6 13/16" H
Liner: 5 7/8" W x 6 13/16" H
Tie Strap: 13 1/2" W x 1" H
Large (Men's)
Material: 7 1/16" W x 7 3/4" H
Liner: 6 9/16" W x 7 3/4" H
Tie Strap: 15 1/2" W x 1" H
*Flat Dimensions

Compatible Machines

AccuCut GrandeMARK 2 Die-Cutting Machine or
AccuQuilt Studio 2 Die-Cutting Machine

Additional Info

For the main mask we recommend cotton, and the
lining cotton or flannel. (prewash) You can use
elastic cord for the loops or fabric ties.

